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Wonderchild
Christian Walz

Christian Walz is an artist from Sweden and this is his biggest hit,
Wonderchild.
This song is from 2004 and it s made by Patrik Berggren and Christian Walz.

Tabbed by: Carl-Johan Holtback
[marabou_man14@hotmail.com]

Intro: Dm Bb C Dm Dm Bb C Dm Bb C Dm 

Verse 1:         

Let me love you,
       Bb
Let me be around,
C                        Dm
  I promise you, I won t make a sound
                          Bb
Cause the wind is blowing hard you see,
      C                Dm
we ll take a ride just you and me
                     Bb
Let s go down to the south of France
C                            Dm
  where we can love, I think there is a chance,
                Bb         C                         Dm
Go down for the holiday to live those happy thoughts again...

Chorus:

Fm7                       Db
How you gonna run at the speed of sound?
Eb       Fm7
Ooh, ooh wonderchild,
                                Db
How you gonna breathe if you re underground?
Eb                      Bb
How many times will you try?
Fm7                       Db
How you gonna walk at the rainbow s edge?
Eb       Fm7         
Ooh, ooh wonderchild,
     Db
Oooh wonderchild,
Eb                       Fm7



Every thing comes to an end,

Verse 2: (same as verse 1)

I get to you at the speed of sound,
Really fast when you re on the run,
Cause the world s closing in on us,
A second later we on the bus,
You re so fine and i love u so
So beautiful but I have to know, is it real or is it just a game?!
Take a ride, won t come back the same,

Chorus:

How you gonna run at the speed of sound?
Ooh, ooh wonderchild,
How you gonna breathe if you re underground?
How many times will you try?
How you gonna walk at the rainbow s edge?
Ooh, ooh wonderchild,
Oooh wonderchild,
Every thing comes to an end,

G#m                E
    And if I could be with you,
          G#m
I keep on wonder why,
              E
If this whole escapade
            G#m
Is it worth all this time?
               E
And if I could be with you,
          G#m
I keep on wonder why,
              E
If this whole escapade,
           G#m 
Is it worth all

Chorus:

How you gonna run at the speed of sound?
Ooh, ooh wonderchild,
How you gonna breathe if you re underground?
How many times will you try?
How you gonna walk at the rainbow s edge?
Ooh, ooh wonderchild,
Oooh wonderchild,
Every thing comes to an end.


